“

The RSE Enterprise Fellowship is a
fantastic programme; crucial
to developing my business
skills. It gave me
time and
space,
enabling me to establish my
company so quickly.

”
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Colin Urquhart, Founder & CEO
Dimensional Imaging Ltd. (DI4D)
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Colin founded Dimensional Imaging Ltd. during his Enterprise Fellowship whilst hosted by the
University of Glasgow. Dimensional Imaging produces 3D and 4D Surface Image Capture
technology, providing facial performance capture for visual effects used in movies, video games and
virtual reality. The technology is also used for advanced clinical and scientific research applications.
Over 16 years on, Colin’s company have worked on a number of high profile projects such as Blade
Runner 2049 (film); Fantastic Beasts and Where To Find Them (Film); Justin Timberlake:‘Filthy’
(Music Video); FIFA (Video Game) and Far Cry 5 (Video Game).
The company has secured investment of over £2.1M public and private funding and in 2017, after a
$1.2M investment, the company - originally based in Glasgow - expanded operations and opened an
additional office in Los Angeles. As well as scaling-up the business, Colin saw that the company
invested heavily in continued R & D, to ensure that DI4D is firmly placed at the forefront of the
worldwide VFX industry.
Recently in March 2019, D14D launched its next generation DI4D Head Mounted Camera (HMC) pictured - at the Game Developers Conference in San Francisco. The new DI4D HMC provides the
highest fidelity facial performance data ever captured with an HMC when used in conjunction with
the DI4D post processing pipeline. With the new product launch and base in the US, Colin is now
looking to expand the original DI4D team from a base of 20 staff.
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